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6. Extension of conformal maps to the boundaries 
First we shall prove a lemma on the continuous extension of uniformly 
continuous maps: We consider uniformizable Hausdorff spaces X and Y 
with uniform structures o/lx and o/ly, respectively. It is known that if 
f: X --? Y is uniformly continuous then f can be extended in a unique 
manner to a uniformly continuous map]: X --? Y between the completions 
X and Y of X and Y respectively. Here we shall prove: 
Lemma 6.1. If f:X--? Y is invertible and if both f and f-1 are 
uniformly continuous then J is a one-to-one map of X onto Y and both 
J atnd j-1 are uniformly continuous maps. 
The content of this lemma appears in the text on p. 23 of Well's classic 
memoir on uniformizable spaces. (See ref. 22). The present proof given 
further below is new. The lemma can be combined with Theorem 5.1 
to show the following: 
Theorem 6.1. If X and Y are Jordan domains and if f:X--? Y is 
a conformal map then f can be extended in a unique way to a one-to-one 
map J between the closures of X and Y in P1 such that both J and its inverse 
are continuous maps. 
The fact that J and its inverse are actually uniformly continuous with 
respect to the uniform structure o/1 of P 1 is. a minor point: For P 1 being 
compact X and Y are compact spaces and so every continuous map of 
one of these spaces onto the other is uniformly continuous. 
A special case of the last theorem states that if X and Y are bounded 
domains in the finite plane then J and its inverse are continuous in the 
usual sense. Therefore our result is an extension of Caratheodory's 
theorem to Jordan domains of higher connectivity. Our present proof 
however does not apply to Caratheodory's theorem itself because for 
simply connected domains the pseudo-metric iJ,l is not compatible with 
the topology of X. Later in Section 9 we shall see that the conformally 
invariant uniform structures o//1 and o//2 can be defined also on simply 
connected Riemann surfaces and so these special surfaces are not 
exceptional. 
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Proof: In order to prove Lemma 6.1 we 'first show that the extended 
map f: X --+ Y is invertible. Let x1, x2 be distinct points in X and for 
simplicity let Yt= f(xt)(i= 1, 2). The object is to prove that Yl'i"Y2· Let 
t.ftx and t.f/11 denote the extensions of t.ftx and t.f/11 to X and Y, respectively. 
Since f-1 is uniformly continuous for every vicinity Ux E t.ftx there is a 
vicinity U11 E t.f/11 such that ('f/1. 'f/2) E U11 implies (6, ~2) E Ux where for 
the sake of brevity ~t= f-1(ntHi= 1, 2). X being a Hausdorff space we 
can choose a symmetric vipinity rJ x E t.ft x such that (x1, x2) ¢ rJ x o U x o U x· 
We obtain Ux by restricting Ux to X xX and determine a corresponding 
U11 E t.f/11 • Let U11 E t.f/11 be such that U11 = U11 f1 Yx Y and let V11 E t.ftr 
be a symmetric vicinity satisfying V 11 o V 11 C rJ 11 • Since X is a dense 
subspace of X and J:X--+ Y is continuous at x1(i= 1, 2) we can find 
points ~1. ~2 in X such that (~t. Xt) E Ux and (rJt, Yt) E V11 for i= 1, 2. 
Let us now suppose that Y1=Y2· Then by ('f/t, Yt) E V11(i= 1, 2) we have 
(1']1, 'f/2) E V11 o V11 C U11 and so by 1'}1. 112 E Y we have (1']1, 1'}2) E U11 • Thus 
by the choice of U11 we obtain (~1. ~2) E Ux. However (~t. Xi) E Ux(i= 1, 2) 
and so (x1, x2) E U x o U x o U x which is a contradiction. Hence Yl #- Y2 
and I is invertible. 
The proof will be completed by showing that every y E Y- Y is the 
image of some x E X- X under f. We can use filters or nets; the reasoning 
is equally simple: For instance let I be the family of all neighborhoods 
of y ordered by inverse inclusion i.e. let i' ,;;;i" if i' :2 i". Since Y is dense 
in Y we can choose a point 'f/i E Y in every neighborhood i E I. Then 
(rJt}(i E I) is convergent net and 'f/i--+ y. Let ~i be the unique point in X 
such that f(~t)=rJt· The inverse map f-1 being uniformly continuous 
(~t)(i E I) is a Cauchy net and so it is convergent to some point x of the 
complete space X. By ~i--+ x and the continuity of J we have l(x)=y. 
Hence I maps X onto Y. Q.e.d. 
The use of nets can be avoided by considering the filter fF of sets 
i f1 Y where as above i is a neighborhood of y. Then fF is a Cauchy filter 
in Y and so by the uniform continuity of j-1 its inverse image is a Cauchy 
filter in X. Its limit x EX has the property that l(x)=y. 
It was mentioned in the introduction that compactifications can be 
described by the restricted uniform structures associated with them. 
Using Lemma 6.1 this result can be proved very easily. More generally 
let two completions (Xi, t.ftt, fi)(i= 1, 2) of a completely regular Hausdorff 
space X be called uniformly equivalent if there is a one-to-one map ffJ 
between these spaces such that both ffJ and its inverse are uniformly 
continuous. (See p. 181 of Kelley's General Topology). Using the same 
lemma one can easily prove that (X1, t.f/1, h) and (X2, t.f/2, /2) are uniformly 
equivalent if and only if· the restricted structures t.f/1 and t.f/2 coincide. 
7. A second uniform structure· for schlichtartig surfaces 
Here we begin the study of the metric d2 and the associated uniform 
structure t.f/2. In this section we shall restrict ourselves to schlichtartig 
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Riemann surfaces XC P1. If X is P 1 itself or if X is the finite plane 
then dZ is trivial and 0?/2 is the anti-discrete structure of the set X. In 
any other case dZ and 0?/2 are compatible with the topology of. the 
Riemann surface X. (See Theorem 4.2); Since dl,;;;,d2 we have 0?/1,;,;;,0?/2, 
so according to Theorem 5.1 for Jordan domains Olt <;, 0?/?. Our object is 
to prove: 
Theorem 7.1. If the schlichtartig Riemann surface X is not simply 
connected then 0?/2 is complete and it is strictly finer than 0?1. 
It follows that 0?/2 is never precompact. The proof is based on the 
following simple 
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that the domain XC P1 has at least two boundary 
points. Let x, y be distinct points of X and let d be the distance of the pair 
{x, y} from the boundary of X. Then for x, y=oo 
and for y=oo 
d2( ) Jx-yj 
. x,y > 2jx-yJ+d 
d2(x,y) > 2+~1xl 
where b is the distance of the boundary of X-1 from the pair {x-1, 0}. 
Proof: We may restrict ourselves to the case when x, y=/=oo. The 
second inequality is obtained from the first by performing an inversion. 
Let z be a boundary point of X such that the smaller of jx-zj and 
jy-zj is d. By D we denote the disk of radius r=2Jx-yj +d whose 
center is at z. Both x and y belong to D. Let w(~) = 1 in D n Y and let 
w( ~) = 0 outside of D. Therefore 
A(w) < n(2jx-yj +d)2. 
Let y E T';v be given. If y C D then 
J jwj = J jdzj > 2jx-yj. 
y y 
If y intersects cD we consider a subarc IXCD starting and terminating on 
the boundary of D. The simple closed curve y is the boundary ofa simply 
connected domainS C X containing x and y. Hence IX is a crosscut of D 
which separates x and y from z. Since the distance of x and y from the 
boundary of D is at least jx-yj the arc length of IX is greater than 
3jx-yj. Hence in this case 
J Jwl > J jdzj > 3jx-yj. 
y " 
Therefore in any case 
2 L(w) 2 4Jx-yJ2 
Axy > A(w) > (2Jx-yJ+d) 2 " 
By letting s __,. 0 the lemma is proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 7.1. We may restrict ourselves to the case when 
X is a region in the finite plane. Given any u E au the object is to find 
a U2 E au2 such that U2 ~ U. Suppose there is a U E au which contains 
no U2 E au2. Since P1 is the one-point. compactification of the finite plane 
there is an R>O such that if lx!, IYI >R then (x, y) E U. Furthermore 
the usu.al structure of the plane is finer than au and so there is an 8 > 0 
with the property that if lx-yl < 8 then (x, y) E U. By the hypothesis 
on U there is a sequence of point-pairs Xn, Yn EX such that (xn, Yn) rf: U 
for n = 1, 2, . . . and d2(xn, Yn) -+ 0 as n -+ =· Since lxl, IYI > R implies 
(x, y) E U we can select a subsequence such that lxnl <R for n= 1, 2, ... 
or IYnl <R for n= 1, 2, .... Assuming the first of these symmetric possi-
bilities we can select a further subsequence such that Xn-+ x where 
xis a point in the plane and lxl <R. By making a further selection we 
shall also have Yn-+ y where y is a point in the finite plane or y==. 
By (xn, Yn) rf: U we have lxn-Ynl > 8 and so x¥:-y. The contradiction 
follows immediately from Lemma 7.1 : If y ¥= = then for all sufficiently 
large values of n we have 
d2( ) lx-yi Xn, Yn > 2jx -yl +d 
where d is the distance of {x, y} from the non-void boundary of X. 
Similarly if y = = then for large indices 
d2(xn, Yn) > 2+~1xl 
where (J is the distance of the boundary of the set X -1 from the pair 
{x-1; 0}. These inequalities are in contradiction with d2(xn, Yn) -+ 0. 
Therefore we proved that au< au2. 
The relation au<au2 gives a new proof for$"" <ff'2, so$"" =ff'2 can be 
established without the use of Theorem 4.1. If (xt)(i E I) is a Cauchy 
net with respect to au2 then it is a Cauchy net also with respect to au. 
Therefore Xt -+ x for some point x of the closure of X in the space P1. 
However if x is a boundary point of X then by Lemma 7.1 lim d2(xt, Xf) > l 
j-+00 
for every fixed i E I. Hence if (xt)(i E I) is a Cauchy net with respect to 
au2 then x, -+ x where x E X. Therefore the uniform structure au2 is 
complete. Since X is an open subset of the compact Hausdorff space P1 
it is not complete with respect to the uniform structure au. Therefore 
au¥=au2 and so by au<au2 we have au<au2. Q.e.d. 
8. The conformally invariant uniform structure of the disk 
Throughout this section let Ll be the unit disk [ z: I zl < 1] and let auK 
denote the uniform structure generated on the field of complex numbers 
K by the norm lzl. Geometrically auK is the usual structure of the finite 
plane. If we speak about the uniform continuity of a function f: Ll -+ K 
without specifying the uniform structure of the range K we shall always 
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think of K being uniformized by 0/IK. The reader will recall that there 
exist bounded analytic functions f: Ll -+ K which cannot be extended 
to a continuous map of Lf=[z:JzJ..;;;1] into K. It follows that if Ll is 
uniformized by Cl/1 then these functions f are not uniformly continuous. 
Since Cl/1 < Cl//2 it is nevertheless possible that f can be made uniformly 
continuous byreplacing the usual structure of Ll by Cl//2• Here we shall 
prove: 
Theorem 8.1. If the complex analytic function j is bounded on th~ 
disk Ll = [z: Jzl < 1] then f is uniformly continuous with respect to the uniform 
structure Cllf2 on Ll. 
The proof will be based on an alternative description of the uniform 
structure Cllf2 : For x E Ll let dx denote the distance of x from the circum-
ference I zJ = 1 and for x, y E Ll let dxy be the smaller one of. dx and dy. 
Lemma 8.1. The sets 
U. = [(x, y):Jx-yJ < edxy] (0< e< 1) 
form a base for the uniform structure Cl/f2 of Ll. 
·This lemma can be used to prove also the following: 
Theorem 8.2. The conformally invariant uniform structure Cl/12 of the 
disk Ll is the weakest uniform structure for which the family of functions 
/ 6 :z-+ log (ei6 +z) is uniformly equi-continuous. 
It is known that if the hyperbolic plane is represented by the upper 
half plane Jw=v>O then the line element is given by JdwfvJ. (See for 
example ref. 19 p. 247). Hence using Lemma 8.1 we obtain 
Theorem 8.3. The hyperbolic metric and the conformally invariant 
metric d2 generate the same uniform structure on the disk Ll. 
We start with the 
Proof of Lemma 8.1: The sets U.(O< e< 1) form a filter base f!J on 
Ll XLI and this filter base generates a uniform structure on Ll: Each U8 
contains the diagonal I of Ll XLI and is symmetric with respect to I. 
Hence in order to see that f!J is a structure base it is sufficient to show 
that U,14 o U,14 C. U, for every e; 0< e< 1. Let Jx-yJ <tXdxy and Jy-zj <tXdyz 
where IX<t· If dxy=dyz=dy then it is obvious that Jx-zJ <tXdxz<dxz. 
If this is not the case then we may restrict ourselves to the case when 
dxy = dx < dy. Then by the definition of dx and dy we have 
dyz < dy < dx+ Jx-yJ <"(I +tX)dz. 
Therefore using Jx-zJ..;;;Jx-yJ+Jy-zJ we obtain 
Jx-zi < (2+tX)tXdz. 
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By definition 
dx < lx-yl + ly-zl +dz < IXdx+IXdyz+dz < IXdx+ (1 + 8)dz 
and so 
Consequently 
d I+<X x < -1-dz. 
-<X 
lx-zl < du if IX< t· 
The proof will be completed by showing the following: For every b > 0 
there is an 8 > 0 such that 
U,2 = [(x, y):d2(x, y) < 8] C U6, 
and conversely for every 8>0 there is a b>O such that U6 C U,2• First 
if x, yELl are points such that d2(x, y)<~X<! then using Lemma 7.1 we 
obtain lx-yl <dxy and so by the same lemma 
IX> d2(x,y) > ~~~:1. 
This shows that UIX2 c u31X for every IX<t· Therefore U,2 cud with 
8 = b/3 for every b< l. Next let x, y ELl be such that 
Jx-yj < IX < f. 
dxy 
We may suppose that dxy=dx=d. We consider the annulus A with 
center x, inner radius r=2lx-yj and outer radius R=d. It is clear that 
A C Ll and x, y are encircled by A. Applying Lemma 2.2 we obtain 
;.9 2:n: 2:n: 2:n: 
;!1<--:n= d <--~-· 
Iogr Iog 2 jx-yj Iog 2<X 
Hence for every 8< I we have U6 C U,2 with b= -t exp 2n8-2. The 
lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Given IX>O let x, y EX be such that 
(x, y) E U"'. By the Cauchy integral formula 
lf(x)- f(y)l <:! lx-yl J jx-~~i~-z1 
where M is the least upper bound of If I on Ll and the path of integration 
is the circle lzl = 1- !dxy· The integral on the right hand side is O(d;;;/) 
and so If (x) - f (y) I < CIX where c depends only on the map f. Hence 
It (x)- I (y)l < 8 provided (x, y) E u.;c· Q.e.d. 
Proof of Theorem 8.2: The proof of the uniform equi-continuity 
of the maps /8 : z --+ log (z + ei8) is straight forward: If (x, y) E U,12 then 
using dxv<ly+ei81 we obtain 
lfo(x)-fo(Y)I = llog(I + ;;Jo)l < 2lxd~:l < 8. 
Now we suppose that "f/' is a uniform structure on Ll such that the 
maps f8 form a uniformly equi-continuous family. We shall prove ,that 
"f/;;;.OU2. ~y hypothesis, given ~(0<~<1) there is a V E"f'" such that 
(8.1) I x+eiOI log y+eiB < ~ 
for every (x, y) E V and for every (). Fix (x, y) in V and assume .that 
dxy=dx=d. Let () be chosen· such that lx+ei81 =d. For simplicity let 
~=x+ei0 and 'Yj=y+ei8• By (8.1) we have 
and 
l11l < (1 + 2~MI = 1~1 + 2~d"'" (l+ 2~)d 
larg 17-'·arg ~~- <~. 
T~erefore using 1~1 ~ 1111. we obtain 
111-~1 < 1171-1~1+1171 [argn"'-atg~l·< 2~d+(1.+2~)&td 
and so 
We proved that if·(x, y) E V then ·.(x; y)·E Usc/ Hence U6•"' c;;, V ahd by 
Lemma 8.1 "f/;;;.OU2. 
~- Uniform structures .of arbitrary Riemann surfac~s 
'I •, ! , i • ' ' •',' , . , t, 
T):w,purpose of this sect~pnisto e;;:tend the definitfpn of the uniform 
structure.s OU!( i .=:" 1, 2) . su,ch . tha~. the uniform topology;. generateg <>n X 
by O(ft is the original topology .r given on X. We shall define two 
con formally invariant uniform str'l,tctures "f/i( i = 1, 2) and we shall prove 
that these structures. are always compatible with the topology of X. 
Then we shall prove that "f/t = O(ft provided dt is compatible with the 
t~pology .r. At .the ~nd. we shall study the structures ·rt of simply 
connected Riemann surfaces. In particular it will be pro~ed that if X 
is hyperbolic then "f/L is the CaratModory structure.· 
We define the uniform structure "f/i(i~ 1, 2) of the Riemann surface X 
as the least upper bound of a family of uniform structures "f/i(C, K). 
The structures "f/i(O, K) will be described by specifying a base f!IJi(C, K): 
We ~hoose a compact set 0 C X, a compact neighbo.rlwod K of C and 
a real number e> 6. The sets c and K may be empty. 'Let u be a vicinity 
of th!') uniqn,e u~iform structure iJ{f K compatible with the topology of the 
compact space K. Using the pair (U, e) w~ define a vicinity 
Vi= Vi(U, e)= Vi(C, K, U, e) of "f/i(C, K) as follows: 
Vt= [(x,y):x,yEK and (x,y)EU or x,yEC and di(x,y)<e]. 
Here, and in what follows dt denotes the conformally invariant metric 
d}._ 0 of the Riemann surface X -C. Let f!IJi(C, K) be the family of these 
sets Vt. It is clear that these sets contain the diagonal I of X xX and 
are symmetric with respect to I. If U C U k and s < ek ,for k = 1, 2 then 
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Vi(U, s) ( Vi(Uk, ek)(k=o'l;·2). Moreover·if Teo/IK is chosen such ·.that 
ToT(U then 
Indeed if (x, y) E Vi(T, s/2) and (y, z) E Vi(T, s/2) then x, y '¢=0 if and oll'ly 
if y, z¢0. Hence either d8x;.1J) < s/2 and.di(y, z)<s/2 or x,yEK andy, zEK. 
Therefore f!li(O, K) is a· filter base on X xX which defines a uniform 
structure "f/i(O, K). If f:X ~ Y is a conformal map then "f'"i(O, K) .is 
uniformly. isomorphic to· "f/"i(f(O}, f(K)): For di is conformally invariant 
and . the homeomorphic coin pact spaces K and f (K) are uniformly 
isomorphic. .We . denote by "f"i the least upper bound of the uniform 
structures "f'"i(O, K) when 0 varies over the compact .sets of X and K 
varies ·over the compact neighborhoods of 0. Iff maps X. conformally 
onto Y then f. induces .. a uniform isomorphism between the structures· "f'"i 
of X and if(i of·Y. Hence "f'"i is conformally invariant. 
In order to see that "f'"i is compatible with· the topology of X. we first 
notice that if 0 is open in X then there is a Vi E "f'"i such that Vi [ x] ( 0: 
Forlet Vi;=;Vi(O,K,U,s) where xEOCKCO and UEo//x and s>O 
are arbitrar'Y. Since x E 0 we have. Vi[x]""' U[x]. ( K. ·This shows that 
the uniform topology induced . by· "f'"i is finer than .r. To . show the 
convers~ we fix an x EX and a vicinity ViE "f'"i. If x E 0 we. determine 
an open set 0 of X such that x sO ( U[x]. As K is a .neighborhood of 
G and U[x] is a neighborhood of x inK such a choice is possible. If x E 0 
it is sufficient to find an open set 0 such that 
xEO([y:y¢0 and di(x,y)<'s]. 
Since. 0 i:;; closed, by ,rt < :r such 0 exists and so the topology of X is 
finer than the uniform topology induced on X by "f'"i. We proved that 
the structures "f'"i(i= 1, 2) are .compatible with. the topology of, .~he 
Riemann surface X. 
· Now.wA' prove: 
.· Lemma 9.1. J/ di is compatible with the topology of the Riemann 
surface X then "Y,.i := ifti ~ · · 
Proof: First we prove that ifti.;;;"f'"i: Let s>O be given. Choose 
Vi= Vi(O; K, KxK, s) wh~r~O and K are empty. Then we have' Vi ( U.i 
and so ifti.;;;fi(O, 'K).;;;Yi. Next to prove that "f'"i(O, K).;;;ifti for every 
choice of 0 and K determine ·15 > 0 such tliat 
. . . . ' 
(i) x E 0 and di(x, y) < b imply y E K, and 
(ii) x, y EK and di(x, y)<b.imply (x, y) E U 
where U E iflx is given in advance. Condition (i) can be,fulfilled because 
0 is compact. Since K is compact and d2 is compatible with the topology 
of X the uniform structure induced, on K by d2 is the unique structure 
iflx. Hence condition (ii) can also be satisfied. If in addition b < s then 
Ui .( V(O, K, U, s) whence "f'"i(O, K).;;;: ifti. 
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Lemma 9.2. If X is the unit disk L1 then "f/l=tJit. 
Proof: First we show that tJit < "f/I. Given b> 0 we wish to determine 
a V1 E "f/I such that (x, y) E VI implies !x-yl <b. We choose an arbitrary 
point c EX and define 
0 = [x:!x-cl < ~] and K = [x:lx-cl < ~J. 
We let VI=VI(O,K, U, e) where U=KxK and e>O. By Theorem 5.1 
the positive e can be chosen such that if x, y rf= 0 and di(x, y) < e then 
!x-y! <b. Now if (x, y) E VI then (x, y) E U that is x, y E K or x, y rf= 0 
and di(x, y) <e. Hence in any case if (x, y) E VI then !x-Yl < b and so 
VI satisfies the requirements. 
Now we prove that tJi/;;;;."f/I: Let Vl=VI(O,K, U, e) be given. Our 
object is to find a b > 0 such that x, y E L1 and lx- Yl < b imply (x, y) E VI. 
Since K is compact tJit K is unique and so it can be generated by the 
Euclidean metric. Hence b> 0 can be chosen such that if x, y E K and 
!x-y! <b then (x, y) E U and consequently (x, y) E Vl. Therefore it will 
be sufficient to determine b> 0 such that if x or y does not belong to K, 
both x, y rf= 0 and lx-yl <!5 then dl(x, y)< e. Since K is a neighborhood 
of the compact set 0 we can choose a simply connected domain S bounded 
by a Jordan curve and such that 0 C S C S C K. If {J > 0 is sufficiently 
small then !x-y! <b and x rf= K or y rf= K imply x,y EX -S. Moreover 
if x, y EX -S then dl:_ 0 (x, y) <dl-s(x, y). Hence it is sufficient to choose 
!5>0 so that x, y eX-Sand !x-yl<b imply dl:-s(X, y)<e. By Theorem 
5.1 such a choice is possible. 
Using similar reasoning one can prove that if X is the finite plane 
then "f/I = tJit. Of course if X is the Riemann sphere then by the 
uniqueness principle "f/I = "f/2 = tJit. 
We completed the proof of the following 
Theorem 9.1. On every Riemann surface X one can introduce two 
conformally invariant uniform structures "f/i( i = 1, 2) which are compatible 
with the topology of X. If X is multiply connected then there exist two 
conformally invariant metrics di(i= 1, 2) on X which generate "f/i(i= 1, 2). 
The last lemma shows that "f/I is a natural generalization of the 
Caratheodory structure of a simply connected and bounded plane domain 
to arbitrary Riemann surfaces. As we saw earlier the structure "f/2 of 
the disk can also be generated by a conformally invariant metric d2• 
10. A conformally invariant Riemannian metric 
A Riemannian metric ds2 will be called conformally invariant if it is 
intrinsically defined so that if X and Y are realizations of the same 
Riemann surface and f maps X conformally onto Y then dsy2 is the 
image of dsx2 under the correspondence generated by f between the 
tensor spaces of X and Y. Let X be a Riemann surface such that the 
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conformally invariant metric d2 is compatible with the topology of X. 
We choose a point x EX and a uniformizer (0, tp} so that x E 0. We let 
y __,.. x in 0 and consider 
(10.1) . d2(x,~) w.,(x) = ~~ Jcp(;j -cp(:t)J" 
If this limit exists and if (0*, tp*) is a second uniformizer in the neigh-
borhood of x then w.,.(x) also exists and 
w'P*(x) = w'P(x) lt*l· 
Hence if w'~'(x) exists for some choice of tp at each x E X then using 
(10.1) we can define a conformally invariant metric ds2 on X. Locally. 
in terms of the uniformizer (0, tp) this metric is given by 
ds2 = w'P(z) jdzj2 
where Z=tp(x) and x varies over 0. 
Instead of studying under what conditions does the limit w'P(x) exist 
for every x E X we consider a modification of the foregoing process. We 
change the definition of the extremal length of a family of curves F: 
We require that in 
the square integrable w be holomorphic on X. Then A.a{F} is conformally 
invariant and d(x, y)=A.a{F:z:11}l defines an invariant pseudometric. It is 
clear that d(x, y) .;;;;d~(x, y) for every x, y E X and so the topology 
generated by dis weaker than the manifold topology :T. Let us suppose 
that for each x E X there exists a square integrable holomorphic function 
on X which does not vanish at x. Then the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows 
that d is compatible with the topology :T. For it is sufficient to modify 
the definitions of the form w and the set Q constructed in the beginning 
of the second half of the proof: For w we choose a differential form which 
is holomorphic on X and does not vanish at p. We let Q be an annulus 
such that Q C 0 and w does not vanish on Q. Then jw(q)j has a positive 
lower bound ex in Q and <5 is to be determined so that cx-1<5A(w)l is smaller 
than the quantities given under (i), (ii), (iii). We obtain 
Proposition 10.1 If for each x EX there exists a square integrable 
holomorphic differential not vanishing at x then 
d(x, y) = /.4{Fx11}l 
is a proper metric which is compatible with the topology of X. 
We restrict now our attention to Riemann surfaces satisfying the above 
hypothesis. (These surfaces are not in the class OAn.) In (10.1) we 
replace the metric d2 by d and prove that the limit w'P(x) indeed exists. 
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We can thus define a conformally invariant Riemannian metric on X. 
The proof is based on a fundamental extremal property of the Bergman 
kernel function and it turns out that ds2 is the Bergman metric. (See 
ref. 2 pp. 21-23 and pp. 32-33); Of course if X is not schlichtartig we 
cannot speak about kernel function or Bergman metric and we must 
look for proper generalizations. Recently S. KoBAYASHI extended these 
notions to arbitrary Riemann surfaces by showing that the kernel function 
is the representation of a 2-form Q in terms of the global uniformizer of 
the schlichartig surface X. He defines Q by the formula 
Q(x) = :2 Wj(x) 1\ Wj(X) 
where w1, w2, ••• · is a complete orthonormal basis for the space of square 
integrable holomorphic 1-forms. (See ref. lO pp. 268-269 where not only 
Riemann surfaces but higher dimensional complex manifolds are also 
treated). He shows that the extremal property of the kernel function is 
a special case of an extremal property of Q. (See Theorem 2.2 of ref. 10). 
One can easily see that this general extremal property is equivalent to 
the following: 
Lemma 10:1'. Let (0, rp) bea uniformizer and let w be a square integrable 
holomorphic 1-form. Then for every x E 0 we have 
lw'P(z)'l < {2IQ'I'(z)!A(w)}t 
where w'~'(z)dz and Q'P(z)dxdy are the representations of w .and Q in terms of 
(0, rp) and z==rp(x). 
Now let (0, rp) and x E 0 be fixed. For ·~EX we write C= rp(~), and in 
particular we let Z=rp(x). We let 
S, = S,[z] ='[t;:IC-zl < e] 
and for a holomorphic w satisfying A(w) = 1 we define 
w'P(x, e)= lub lw'l'(t;)l. 
c~s. 
By Kobayashi's lemma we have 
w'P(x, e)< (V2+ o(1))1Q'~'(z)it 
for e ---+ 0. Using this inequality we can estimate d(x, ~) when ~ ~ x: 
For if ~ is fixed in 0 and y E rxt; lies entirely in 0 then 
I lwl =I lw'PIIdzl < (V2+o(l))!Q'~'(z)IIJ ldzl. 
y <p(y) <p(y) 
By choosing y suitably the arc length of rp(y) can be brought arbitrarily 
close to 21 C- zl and so 
L(w) = (2V2+o (1))1Q'~'(z)lt!C-zl. 
Therefore 
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In order to prove the opposite inequality ... > ... it is sufficient perform 
an analogous computation with a parti~ular choice of w. In fact we choose 
any complete orthonormal basis w1 , w.2 , ••• , of th.e space of square 
integrable holomorphic differentials and let 
w = w1'l'(~}w1 +w2'l'(z)w2+ ... 
The seri<:Js is locally.uniformly convergent. (See ref. 2, p. 9). We obtain 
where z = tp( x). Therefore the .metric function d d,efines a conformally 
invariant Riema,nnian metric · ds~ which, save for . the . fac,tor 2V2, is 
identical with the Bergman-Kobayashi metric of the Riemann surface 
X having the property that for each x E X there is a square integrable 
holomorphic f on X with f(x) =I= 0. 
Yale University 
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